When a napkin isn't enough, a Wysi® Wipe excels
Enhance Customer Satisfaction
Turn a nickel sized compact into a 9x9 inch / 22x24cm reusable, strong,
durable cloth with just a tablespoon of water! Versatile Wysi® is perfect
for many uses:
Finger Appetizers Kids / Takeout menu’s
Ribs, Wings, Tacos
Gooey desserts
Seafood dishes
Small task cloth
Customers with allergy concerns

Intangible Environmental Benefits
Less storage space, reduced energy use, pay only for your actual
use, and packaging is minimized.
Commercial Wysi® Wipe Package [1000 wipes]
·
·
·

W1000-6

Box footprint: 6.5x6.5” / 17x17cm
10 bags to stock multiple service areas
Clear plastic bag protects from moisture

All Packaging Component Are Recyclable
Going Green is Easy
As product biodegrades in compost environment
in less than 30 days discard Wysi®
with green-waste. And lint free
Wysi® is great to finish plates,
plus you can eliminate crosscontamination on any surface.

1. Sort bag with plastics
2. Sort box with cardboards
3. Sort Wysi® with compostable green waste
New artwork will cyclein as inventory rotates.

Wysi® | It’s all about convenience. Pure & simple.

How To Present
Presentation can vary according to season, or reason. Add warm water to
soothe, cool to refresh, or fancy up a citrus twist to cut grease. You can
deliver Wysi® beside a traditional finger
bowl, or liquid can be added prior
to leaving the service area. Use
before, during or after a meal. It is
fun for both server & customers alike.

Enhance Customer Satisfaction
Once the ‘wow’ or fun has faded it is amazing to expand a soft, faceclothlike wipe. The added bonus is Wysi® contains NO added chemicals or
fragrances.

Contact your local representative:

Restaurant Spotlight
In 2012 Chef Ken Frank of LaToque Restaurant
in Westin Verasa Napa Valley began using Wysi®
as a component in his customer care program.
Some of Chef Ken’s favorite Wysi® features are:
Innovative, clever, and cost-effective
Easy to use, and not labor intensive
Customer love them
Staff love them
Read more…
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